Statement on the Reproduction of Manu­scripts and Archives for Noncommercial Purposes: Proposed Revisions

The ACRL "Statement on the Reproduction of Manuscripts and Archives for Noncommercial Purposes" was approved as policy by the ACRL Board of Directors in January 1974 and was published in the May 1974 issue of College & Research Libraries News. At the 1976 Midwinter Meeting some revisions in the statement were proposed by the ACRL Rare Books and Manuscripts Section Committee on Manuscripts Collections, which developed the original statement. Material to be deleted is in brackets, while material to be added is in italics.

The revisions proposed here will be considered for approval as policy by the ACRL Board of Directors at the 1976 ALA Annual Conference. All comments concerning the statement and the proposed revisions should be sent to the chairman of the RBMS Committee on Manuscripts Collections: Clyde C. Walton, Director of Libraries, Northern Illinois University, De Kalb, IL 60115.

1. It is the responsibility of a library, archives, or manuscript repository within the limits of its resources to assist qualified researchers, as defined by the respective institutions, by making or having made reproductions of any material in its possession, subject to certain conditions.

Manuscript and archival materials may be reproduced if:

a. the condition of [the originals] said materials will permit such reproduction without damage.

b. the [originals] said materials have no gift, purchase, or legal restrictions on reproduction.

c. the holders of appropriate common law or statutory rights have given their written approval for [to] said reproductions.

2a. In the interest of making research collections more generally available, the orderly copying of entire manuscript collections together with appropriate guides, within the provisions of law, is to be encouraged. Also in the interest of making manuscript items available to researchers, the custom and practice among libraries of making one "fair use" copy of a manuscript that is not otherwise restricted is to be encouraged to the fullest extent permitted by law.

2b. All conditions relating to use of manuscript and [or] archival materials shall apply to the use of the reproductions.

[3. No repository shall be required to reproduce a complete manuscript collection or archival record group or extensive portions therefrom, the limitation to be set by the owning repository. The repository may, by a special agreement, do so for the mutual advantage of individuals and other institutions and may offer such copies for sale on its own behalf.]

3. A repository has the right to refuse to furnish copies or do extended research in response to requests which require an unreasonable amount of time with respect to the priorities of the repository.

4. The price of reproductions shall be set by the repository, which should endeavor to keep charges to a minimum.

5. Copies should be made for the use of individual researchers and educational institutions as follows:

a. Repositories which permit their manuscript and archival collections to be reproduced in whole or part must specify before the copies are made what restrictions if any have been placed on the use of the copies. Purchasers must abide by these restrictions.

b. All reproductions must identify the source of the original manuscript collection or archival record group.

c. Copies of reproductions should not be made for a third party by the owner of a reproduction without the written permission of the repository owning the originals.

[6. The repository must inform the researcher that permission to make extensive direct quotation from or to print in full any reproduction must be obtained from the institution owning the originals. In the case of material under copyright, the right to quote or print must also be obtained by the researcher from the copyright owner. Manuscripts cannot be used for publication without due
WE WILL DO IT FOR YOU THE WAY YOU DO IT YOURSELF.

If you’ve never had your book acquisitions commercially processed because no company could meet your library’s individual cataloging requirements, now there’s a company that can.

Brodart offers an advanced new technical support service called TECH-SERV. It’s a complete MARC-based service that combines speed, comprehensive title coverage, cataloging accuracy and the flexibility required to make commercial processing practical and economical for the academic library.

TECH-SERV lets you specify call number format, request additional main entry cards, and choose from several processing options, including books delivered completely cataloged and processed, or with complete processing kits matched to each book.

Let Brodart save you time, effort and money by supplying all your books with TECH-SERV support. We think you’ll be pleased to discover that we can do it for you the way you do it yourself.

PLEASE SEND THIS COUPON, OR WRITE TO:
Mr. Lawrence Berry, Director, Product Marketing
BRODART, INC., Dept. G-46
1600 Memorial Avenue
Williamsport, PA 17701

Please send complete information on TECH-SERV including a specification form. Please send me information about all Brodart book services for academic libraries.
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regard for common law rights, literary rights, property rights, and libel laws. The researcher assumes legal responsibility for observing these rights. A repository should, to the best of its ability, inform the researcher about known retention of literary rights.

6. In order to insure (1) that proper credit is given to institutions, and (2) that references to original materials are maintained, the repository must inform researchers that they are expected to cite the source of original manuscripts and archives in their published work.

7. Manuscripts, or reproductions of them, cannot be used for publication without due regard for copyright and other legal restrictions. Researchers assume legal responsibility for observing these rights. A repository should inform researchers concerning known retention of literary rights, as well as all other known restrictions.

---

Three timely reports on library systems from "the authority"

Automated Circulation Control Systems: An Overview of Commercially Vended Systems
An extensive discussion by Barbara Evans Markison of the characteristics of five circulation control systems, including CLSI, Checkpoint/Plessey, and Check-A-Book. In the July & September 1975 issues of LTR. $35.

Microform Catalog Data Retrieval Systems

Theft Detection Systems for Libraries
A revealing and valuable 98-page survey of manufacturers and users. In the May 1974 issue of LTR. $20.

Library Technology Reports (LTR) is a unique bi-monthly publication of the American Library Association that provides critical evaluations of products used in libraries, media centers, schools, and other educational institutions. Its purpose is twofold: to enable librarians and educators to make economical purchase decisions and to alert manufacturers of library needs and standards of performance expected.

To order any of the above individual issues or for additional information on the complete subscription service, write to:

LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY REPORTS
American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

---

Serials Updating Service

If you're lost in the confusion of the periodicals world—changes in titles and frequency, additional volumes, delays in publication, etc.—Faxon's Serials Updating Service can help you find your way.

The Serials Updating Service, containing current information on changes and bibliographic irregularities for all types of periodicals, is available in three ways:

Serials Updating Service—a monthly newsletter sent no charge to selected Faxon customers.
SUS Quarterly—a quarterly cumulation of the newsletters—$7 one year, $13.50 two years, $20 three years.
SUS Annual—an annual cumulation of the newsletters—$10.

The Serials Updating Service is an invaluable resource in the acquisition, serials records, reference and binding departments, wherever serials are processed.

F.W. FAXON COMPANY, INC.
Publishing Division
15 Southwest Park, Westwood, MA 02090
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An open letter
to all College, University
Faculty and Administrators

A no nonsense approach to library economics

RECOGNIZE THIS
Budgets are shrinking. The budgets required to run every library are faced with continual cutbacks. It's the old story. And because of your position, you are aware of this. The economics of running a library have become a number one priority.

SPACE IS AT A PREMIUM
Those of you with old buildings have been wrestling with cramped space for years. Those lucky enough to have new buildings know the demands already being made on that new space. It is almost impossible to keep up with that demand.

VANDALISM IS GROWING
Vandalism remains the kind of problem that afflicts old and new libraries. No library is immune and you know what we mean. Periodicals are easy to tuck under your arm and walk out with. It's just that simple. It is possible, however, to change to conditions which discourage vandalism.

BINDING VS. MICROFILM
University Microfilms represents the state-of-the-art in microfilming serial periodicals. When a periodical goes on microfilm its chances of being vandalized are substantially diminished. Think about it for a minute. What use would a reel of microfilm be to anyone without the facilities with which to view it? Further, it does not get dog-eared. It takes up about six percent of the space required for bound periodicals. That leaves 94% more room. Could you find something to do with that space? And there are now over 6000 periodicals listed in the University Microfilms Subscription Service.

IT HAS BECOME A FACT
When you store periodicals, yearly binding costs are, without question, more expensive than microfilm. And we can prove it with figures and facts about other modern updated library systems that have listened to the story that University Microfilms wants to tell you.

HERE'S HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS
We at University Microfilms feel we have a solution which will interest you and take the pinch off both your shelves and your budget. This solution allows an orderly annual transition of magazines to microfilm. You merely place the order and we take over the details of microfilming, mailing and advising on system installation. For a more detailed explanation of the services offered to your library system, write:

Mr. Douglas Norman, Mgr. of Serials Publishing
University Microfilms
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

XEROX